The evolution of unsteady boundary layers on oscillating airfoils is investigated by solving the governing equations by the Characteristic Box scheme. The difficulties associated with computing the first profile on a given tine-line, and the velocity profiles with partial flow reversal are solved. A sample calculation has been performed for an external velocity distribution typical of those found near the leading edge of thin airfoils. The results demonstrate the viability of the calculation procedure.
Introduction
The effect of unsteady motion of an airfoil on its stall behavior is a problem of great importance in many types of fluid motion, for example, helicopter rotor blades and jet engine compressors. A recent detailed study has been published by Carr, McAlister and McCroskey (l) ; this study reveals a very complicated phenomenon which depends in a subtle way on a large number of parameters. There is one important characteristic of the data they have compiled which serves as a focal point of the approach which we are planning to apply sometime later in our studies; namely that at some stage of the cycle, a large vortex is formed near the surface of the airfoil and very shortly afterwards stall occurs. It seems also that the stall is associated with flow reversals in the unsteady boundary layer which may spread downstream or upstream founding on the leading-edge radius of the airfoil.
The present paper concerns itself with the calculation of boundary-layer characteristics of an oscillating airfoil in order to investigate the evolution of unsteady boundary layers on such airfoils. It is one phase of a study which will be extended later in the hooe of throwing sight on the dynanic stall problem. In our p,-esent study we focus our attention on *Presented at the lL!"rA"t Symposium on Unsteady Turbulent Shear Maws, Toulouse, 5-5 May 1991.
the calculation of time-dependent boundary layers for a given pressure di stri buti on.
There are three difficulties associated with unsteady houndary layers that requires careful attention. First of all appropriate initial values at t n 0 rust be chosen for the velocity distribution. Strictly speaking they can be arbitrary but in that event, the values of au/at at t n 0 is non-zero and this implies an lnviscid acceleration of the fluid in the boundary layer and in consequence a velocity of slip begins to grow at the wall. This is smoothed out by an inner boundary layer initially of thickness (vt) 1/2 in which viscous forces are of importance. Thus a double structure develops in the boundary layer which may be treated by a generalization of the Keller-box scheme (2). However, if interest: is centered on the solution at large times, this feature may be r!duced in importance by requiring that the initial velocity distribution satisfies the steady-state equation with the instantaneous external velocity. In addition it is necessary to smooth out the external velocity u e (x,t) so that aue/at n U at t -U and then standard methods may be used and are stable. The use of the smoothing function makes for some loss of accuracy at small values of t but the error soon decays tozero once the required value of u is specified. In the present problem the choice of parameters in the specified external velocity distribution is such that the smoothing function is actually unnecessary but it can easily be incorporated into the scheme.
The second difficulty arises when u changes sign over part of the profile at some x-station where the x-axis is parallel to the streanwise direction and u is the corresponding velocity component. Nornally this does not occur and one can integrate away from the profile in the direction of positive u without any difficulty by using a standard numerical scheme. However, if the change in sign of u does occur, we encounter numerical instabilities since in the negative u-region we would be integrating against the stream. The instability can be avoided by changing the scheme either to the zig-zag box or the characteristics box.
These new schemes have already been shown to be effective in such circumstances when the flow is unsteady (?) and in three-dimensional flows ^4-6) . The essence of these schemes is that, to an increasing extent, they take into account the fact that small disturbances are carried along with the local fluid velocity. Since by def.nition u = 0 at the stagnation point, its location, xS, is given by xS a -Co (1 + A sin wt) (2) and so the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil as functions of time are defined in particular by x > x and x < x S . For example, let us take A n 1, w n w/4 and plot x S A O in the (t,x) plane, as Shawn in Figure 1 for one cycle (0 < t < 8). When t n 2, the stagnation point x is at -2 Co , when t n 6 it is at 0, etc. If x were fixed we could assume that u a 0 at x = x for all tine and all y. 
The presence of the Reynolds shear stress tern, -=v , requires a closure assump tion; in our study we use the algebraic eddy-viscosity formulation developed by Cebeci and Smith. For details, see ref.
8.
To complete the formulation of the p roblem, initial conditions must be specified in the (t,y) plane at some x a x either on the lower or upper su, • fac ci of the airfoil (see Fig. 1 ) as well as initial conditions in the (x,y) plane on both surfaces of the airfoil. In the latter case, if
we assume that steady-flow conditions prevail at t -0, then the initial conditions in the (x,y)-plane can easily be generated for both surfaces by (3) solving the governing equations for steady flow, which in this case, are given by Eq. Eqs. (1) and (6) since the calculations start at the stagnation point,
x -xs• Generation of the initial conditions in the (t,y) plane at x -xo, which is one of,the purposes of our study, is not so easy as was discussed in the p revious section. The following section describes our solution procedure at t -0 and t > 0.
Solution Procedure
We use Keller's Box -method to solve the governing equations of the previous section. This is a two-point finite-difference method which has been used to solve a wide range of p arabolic partial-differential equations as discussed by Bradshaw, Cebeci and Whitelaw 9 . The solution procedure for t -0 (Eqs. (3) and (6))and t > 0 (Eqs. (3) and (4)) are described separately below.
Solution Procedure for t -0
As explained in the introduction any velocity profile may be chosen at t -U to i,.ltiate the computation but it is convenient to select one which obviates the need for doube-structured numerical schemes and joins smoothly on to the solution for t > 0. We insist that these profiles satisfy the steady state equations with u given by (1) and t -0.
The details of the procedure for computing these profiles differs slightly from previous procedures used in steady two-dimensional flows where we have used the definition of the stream function and reduced Eqs. (3) and (6) to two first-order ordinary differential equations and to one partial-differential equation. Here we consider the solution of Eqs. (3) and (6) without the use of the stream function. For this purpose, with primes denoting differentiation with respect to y, we let
and write E q s. (3) and (6) as
The finite-difference approximations of Eqs. 
However, the centering of the y-velocity component v is done by writing tt-as
;he unknown p arameters in Eqs. To obtain the solution of the unsteady boundary-laver equations given by Eqs.
x(t) (78,b) and (13) at the first x-station --^ on either side of the stagnation line, let us consider the grid of Fig. 1 and direct our attention to the point denoted by I (see Fig. 3 ). To write the difference approximations of Eq. (13) we define as = at/cos a 3
(14)
where, with u 3 denoting an average velocity, we compute a 3 from a3 n tan -1 u 3 (15) assuming that at first v at point P is known and is equal to its value at v.k-1, ehis assumption decouoles the continuity equation, Eq.
(7') from E q s. (1a) and (13) and reduces the problem to a "two-dimensional" one with f and u being the only unknowns. The finite-difference approximations of E q . (7a) are written in the usual way and the finite-difference approximations to E q . (13) are written by centering it at point P. This procedure leads to
The profiles b,, f' and u, as well as u at OA-1) are obtained by interpolating the p rofiles at (i,k-1) and (i-1,k-1 by using the block-elimination method in which case the matrices are 2 x 2. We shall refer to this scheme as Characteristic Box 2.
Once a solution of Eqs. (7a) and (13) has been obtained, we compute v from Eq. (7b) which, in finite-difference form, for the center of the net rectangle, point E. can be written as (see Fig. 3 )
Here V3 denotes the value of v i at E and u is given by Eq. (19) (14) and (13).
we consider the sketch shown in Figure 4 . Using the Zig-Zag Box scheme discussed in detail in Ref. S. we write Eq.
(7b) in the following finite-difference fora hil l (vi -y j-1) _1 1_
